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About This Game

Save the souls of prodigy children and their caretaker who disappeared during the fire in The Agency of Anomalies:
Cinderstone Orphanage! As an agent of the Agency of Anomalies, it’s up to you to find the phantoms and find out who started

the deadly fire. Help the inhabitants of the orphanage use their extraordinary abilities to break the plans of the mystical
brotherhood and escape! Search gorgeous Hidden Object scenes and solve a paranormal mystery!

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

Bonus gameplay
Awesome achievements

Collectable items
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the agency of anomalies cinderstone orphanage collector's edition

Fun game, however after playing for good 6 hours finished all the rooms. It would be nice to maybe add another theme not 2
(regular and ice) but 3, so it would be fun to play for another couple of hours. Nevertheless it was still a good play!. First of all,
there's a demo. I hope it's up to date with the current build of this, cos this is pretty dagnabbity good, in archery shooting
'AND'... yes, 'AND'... Tower Defence. I was initially impressed with the archery mechanics, alone, but teleporting around the
battlements gets you to a table that has Soldiers for Hire!... and other stuff. The soldiers get amongst it, protecting the gate (you
can unlock more units, but haven't played enough yet. I'm presuming archers and mage units, I'll update review)... anyway, the
soldiers protecting the gate can be promoted, "IF", they stay alive, which really adds to the emotion of 'keeping' them alive,
giving you a rush, trying to get a clean shot at creatures they're fighting. It's really, well done. Oh yeah, there's another bonus
gameplay mechanic, Don't forget to duck :). I bought this and Child of Light around the same time (this was awhile ago), and
never even bothered picking this up with how sleepy the first made me...but this game blew me away!

*PROS*
- Lots of secret areas/exploration
- Interesting stance-dependant battle system
- Amazing art style/direction (everything is cohesive and just meshes together perfectly)
- A well-balanced skill system
- Great story/lore

*CONS*
- There were times when I wasn't quite sure where to go - but this game rewards exploration (so it turned out OK)!
- Once you accumulate your fourth and fifth party members leveling their skills can be a little bit of a pain.

Seriously, with all of the effort the developer must have put into this - just get it!. This game is awesome. By modern standards
some of the gameplay can be frustrating, but when you figure out the quirks of getting your officers to do what you want them
to do it's a lot of fun. On the missions with badguys with booby traps it does take some strategizing to complete them without
blowing your guys up.

People having trouble with the game being choppy - Shrink the size of the main game window and it will run wonderfully. This
game is almost 20 years old. In this era developers were just making everything up as they went, and clearly they weren't
thinking about how to code it to fill up a 1900x1200 screen efficiently. The way a 2D game worked in that era is basically
putting countless little graphics up on the screen at once, and the game simply gets swamped.

One thing I'd like to see with a lot of these old games is some of the original software they used to create missions. It would be
fun to go back in and edit the original missions to make them more difficult or complex, and create some new content. This
game does have a map constructor but it's pretty pointless and you can't really create actual missions.. I loved this game when i
was a kid, now that its on steam, it just makes it better.

The game is 8-bit sensasional, its like Space Invaders, but a bit improved and free to move, its really fun to play for a while, the
game is not long, in easy it took me just 30 minutes to finish, but playing in Hard its what it makes it fun and longer.

I bought the game when it was 50%, i think the price is a bit high to be fair, for me it was 10 with the 50% off its just 5.
I think it should be 5 for its short gameplay time.

And to finish, the game has 6 Badges only, Play the game if you liked Space Invaders, it will be fun for a while.. This is a lot of
fun! Really hard when you get up in the high levels, but being able to play it with a friend that doesn't have to have a VR headset
on is just awesome, and I wish more games had this feature!. For 49 cents, this game does exactly what you'd expect a flash
game to do. It's cute, although I wish what was advertised in some of the drama of the ads actually made it into the game - the
ads are more humorous than the gameplay itself. Some clever cutscenes between levels would have taken this thing to cult-epic
level, which I kind of expected based on the previews and was disappointed not finding.

In terms of the gameplay itself, overall it handles fine for what you're doing. I wish there was more variance in enemy design
and some of the movements borderline on cheeseball in terms of a manufactured difficulty based on luck rather that difficulty
based more on skill, which hits at the core gameplay. It felt like a slightly out of balance arcade game, which is fine, but could
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have been mitigated easily without adding any real production cost.

Cute game, fun way to drink a couple of beers and kill a couple of hours. And then likely never play again. As long as you're in
specifically for just that level of experience, then that's what you get here. 25 cents an hour sounds about right for the price..
First Impressions:

Solar Flux is visually stunning and pretty to look at. The gravity and limited thrust mechanics will keep you thinking on the most
efficient way to solve these puzzles. I got this during a Bundle Stars sale (10 games for $3.99) and it was well worth the
purchase.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9W2QFZai-H4. finally more dungeon stuff! yay
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While I'm sure this was intended as an amiable and relaxing puzzle-platformer, the gameplay mechanics have induced nothing in
me but frustration. Reviewers for platform games decades ago would lament 'leaps of faith', where the player jumps to
uncertain death in the hope that there is a game progressing platform.

Inconceivably, Where Is My Heart? is seemingly built around this old and frustrating concept. The juxtaposition of a gentle art
direction and the aggrevating problem solving equals a game I would recommend to no-one.. A good idea, but no community
and no answer from developer :(. Chaos Dwarfs don't have big hats 0\/10

Horribly lazy DLC. Sure, Chaos Dwarfs are fun - but the Dwarfs themself are just very lightly reskinned version of the regular
Dwarfs already in game. And their Minotaur is exactly the same. They don't have their iconic armor, hats, or look. Really
disappointing. At least the Hobgoblins look cool..

Note: this is what Chaos Dwarfs SHOULD look like: http:\/\/www.coolminiornot.com\/pics\/pics6\/img404bf0254b9f7.jpg
http:\/\/miniset.net\/files\/set\/gw-99110999038.jpg

But they chose to half\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665it and just reuse the model for the Dwarfs already in game, but with
different beards. Disappointing.. Yay, free DLC!. I've played this game for 17 years?. I bought it as part of the Costume and
Tack Pack, and I like this. It's a perfect replica of the Sneaking Suit from Metal Gear Solid 3, and it's very nostalgic to have it,
not to mention it's very well designed and performs really well. As of now, it CAN be found to develop, unlike other users said
here... No idea what i just played but got 6 achievements somehow. If you are in a mood for a RPG-RTS hybrid that can be
REALLY \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING DIFFICULT at times and for some cheesy writing, then this is exactly what you are
looking for. You'll most probably never finish it but for sub-$1 this is a lotta bang for your buck. The original is pretty much the
same, just with poorer UI.
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